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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I appreciate the invitation to talk with you today, I know that this is a topic near and dear to many of us.  TCP recognizes the importance of this effort and is giving it considerable thought and attention. Manager of the Info & Policy Section, Section includes … Before I dive into talking about the rule, you might be wondering why I’m here and he’s not … Bob Warren is here with me today.  Bob will take all the tough questions at the end … This rulemaking effort is different than how we’ve approached cleanup rule updates in the past.  I’m going to tell you why we’re taking a different approach and hopefully explain what this new approach is.  Most of my focus this morning will be on the cleanup rule, but I do have a few slides at the end for a few legislative, budget and policy updates.  Gerry asked me to really focus on the cleanup rule, so we’re doing a fairly deep dive into what we’re doing and why.  Talk about the “MTCA Rule” and the “Cleanup Rule”.  These are the same thing.  Agency moving us towards “cleanup rule” but sometimes easier to refer to MTCA rule.  First few slides establish some context for the cleanup rule … 



Cleanup Rule History 

 

 Initiative I-97 passed in 1988:  The Model Toxics Control Act (MTCA) 
o The first Cleanup Rule implementing MTCA was adopted in 1990 and 1991. 
o The rule was amended in 1993, 1996, 2001 and 2007. 
 

 The last comprehensive Cleanup Rule amendment was in 2001 
o Only cleanup standards for dioxin & furan, cPAH and PCB mixtures changed in 2007. 
 

 The 2009-10 rulemaking was suspended by Executive Order 10-06 
o   Though not finished, the last draft reflected extensive internal and stakeholder review 

 
 In 2018 we launched an Exploratory Rulemaking process 

o Multiple, shorter rulemakings focusing on selected parts or topics within the rule. 
o Start with long-deferred corrections, clarifications, and administrative improvements. 
o Begin a simultaneous review of Cleanup Standards, in time for a second rulemaking. 
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Presentation Notes
Ecology first adopted the Cleanup Rule in two parts, in 1990 and 1991.  It has been updated several times since then.CLICK -- The last full update occurred in 2001, though in 2007 the rule was amended narrowly to clarify cleanup standards for a certain hazardous substances.The last major MTCA rulemaking completed in 2001 took 6 years and was an “all hands” on deck effort.  We needed to take a different approach.  CLICK -- This review was under way back in 2009 and 10, when the governor’s executive order suspended most rulemaking by Washington administrative agencies.  At that time, the Toxics Cleanup Program prioritized completion of the Sediment Management Standards (Chapter 173-204 WAC) over the Cleanup Rule update.The work that was under way in 2010 hasn’t been lost, though.  Though we’re not simply picking up where we left off in 2010, we are including the changes anticipated at that time in this new review of the Cleanup rule.



Structure of the Cleanup Rule 

Chapter 173-340 WAC Sections 

Cleanup Process and Administration 

Part 1.  Overall Cleanup Process 100-140 

Part 2.  Definitions and Usage 200-210 

Part 3.  Site reports and Cleanup Decisions 300-390 

Part 4.  Site Cleanup and Monitoring 400-450 

Part 5.  Administrative Procedures for Remedial Actions 500-560 

Part 6.  Public Participation 600-610 

Part 8.  General Provisions 800-890 

Cleanup Standards 

Part 7.  Cleanup Standards 700-760 

Part 9.  Tables 900 
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Presentation Notes
The Cleanup Rule, Chapter 173-340 of the Washington Administrative Code, is broken into nine parts.  Parts 1 through 6 and 8 of the rule give an overview of the whole rule, provide definitions, and then lay out detailed processes for cleaning up contaminated sites under the Model Toxics Control Act. Parts 7 and 9 of the Cleanup Rule establishes the technical standards for cleanups.  They answer questions like, how clean is clean enough?  What standards apply for contaminated soil, for surface water, or for groundwater?, and How do know when we’ve achieved those standards? When in this discussion I refer to “Process and Administration” vs “Cleanup Standards”, these are the parts of the rule that I’m talking about.  



2018-2020 
FIRST 

RULEMAKING 
All: corrections and 

clarifications 
Selected topics: 

Process and 
administration 

2019-2020 
RULE REVIEW 
Cleanup standards 

2021-2022 
SECOND 

RULEMAKING 
Cleanup standards 

2023-2027 
THIRD 

RULEMAKING 
Deferred or 

emerging topics 

Exploratory Rulemaking 
Updating the Cleanup Rule in a series of quicker, focused rulemakings 
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Presentation Notes
  First rulemaking to be finished by end of 2020.  This will make minor corrections and clarifications to all sections of the rule, and will focus on substantive changes to policy and administration secition of the rule (section 100-600 and 800). Internal review of the Cleanup Standards (section 700 and 900) will begin during the first half of 2019, with involvement from Stakeholder Advisory Group by sometime in 2020.The Cleanup Standards Review will culminate in a definitive scope and focus for the second rulemaking, which we plan to begin in 2021.The head-start provided by the Cleanup Standards review should allow us  to complete the second rulemaking by the end of 2022.A third rulemaking, to address topics deferred or that emerge from the first two rulemakings, could begin sometime in 2023.



Exploratory Rulemaking 
February – April, 2018 

• New, less-formal public process that lets Ecology 
discuss rulemaking ideas with stakeholders and tribes. 

 
• Seeking public comment on our overall rulemaking 

strategy, and on any part of the Cleanup Rule. 
 
• Public webpage in February, with e-mail notices and 

Listserv notifications 
 
• 176 comments from 70 persons and organizations 
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Presentation Notes
Earlier this year, Ecology conducted a first-of-its-kind Exploratory Rulemaking process, seeking public comments on any part of the rule, and on our overall rulemaking strategy.We received about 176 comments from 70 people and organizations.About half of the public comments addressed the Cleanup Standards, and half were about process and administration.



Statewide Scoping Event—April 3, 2018 
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Statewide Scoping Event—April 3, 2018 
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Exploratory Rulemaking 
Internal and Public Scoping 

Number of suggested rule changes by topic through April 30, 2018 
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Presentation Notes
Public comments on the administrative sections of the rule addressed:cleanup remedy selection and disproportionate cost analysisinitial investigations and site ranking,institutional controls, financial assurances and covenantsthe process for Leaking Underground Storage Tanks, anda number of stand-alone ideas that we’ll also consider during the first rulemaking.Internal comments include roughly ~200 comments from the 2010 rulemaking effort. Also includes AGO comments.  



Exploratory Rulemaking: Four takeaways 

1. Similar to our internal scoping, but more public concern about 
DCA and Remedy Selection. 
 

2. Public concern about workload prioritization and 
environmental justice are expressed in comments on 
hazardous site ranking system. 
 

3. Strong interest in both administrative topics and the Cleanup 
Standards. 
 

4. Public expects stakeholder involvement, early and throughout. 
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Choosing a rulemaking topic 

Criterion - 0 + 
1 Rulemaking Difficulty Complex Uncertain Simple 

2 Effect on Cleanup Completion 
Rate 

Negative or 
Indeterminate 

Long-Term 
Positive 

Near-Term 
Positive 

3 Stakeholder Concern Polarized Indifferent Consensus 

4 Demand on Staff Capacity High Moderate or 
Unknown Low 

5 Alternatives to Rulemaking Good Acceptable Poor  

6 Urgency Low Medium High 

7 Environmental Justice Benefit Little Moderate Potentially 
Large 
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Presentation Notes
Given all of this information, how have we decided what to do?  This slide is intended to give you some sense of the work we did to evaluate where we should focus our rulemaking efforts.  We identified 7 criteria to look at … For example: If a rulemaking topic was simple, had a near-term positive …. Applying this analysis to the internal and external comments on issues to address in rulemaking, led us to identify 3 topics to focus on.  



Summary of Recommendations 

               
 
   

Investigation, 
Ranking 
& Listing 

Remedy 
Selection  

& DCA 
LUST Process 

First 
Rulemaking Focal  topic Clarifications and 

 narrow changes 
Clarifications and 
 narrow changes 

Later 
Rulemaking(s) None anticipated If needed  

Based on 
LUST Strategic 

Plan 

Policy or 
Guidance 

Replace WARM:  
develop policies, 
procedures and 

guidance 

Address most 
issues through 

guidance 

Expand and 
update LUST 
Strategic Plan 
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Presentation Notes
Acknowledge the Rule Team – lead by rule lead at HQ, but staffed by cleanup site managers and others from across the program.  The rule team looked at the comments, grouped roughly into the bins I showed you and compared them to the criteria on the last slide. And made a series of recommendations to the Program Management Team which recently approved moving forward to the agency Executive Leadership Team.  



Why ranking and listing? 

• MTCA requires a “hazard ranking system for 
hazardous waste sites” 
 

• Cleanup Rule now requires the Washington 
Ranking Method (WARM) exactly as defined in 
1992.  

 
• An updated ranking and listing process could be a 

key method for managing site cleanups: 
 

• Prioritization 
• Progress tracking  
• Public communication 
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Presentation Notes
The MTCA statutory requirement RCW 70-105D..030(2)(b):  “the department shall adopt a hazard ranking system for hazardous waste sites.”The Cleanup Rule [WAC 173-340-330(2)(b)]  requires Ecology to use WARM as it was published in April 1992, and requires review by the Science Advisory Board (now defunct) for any major amendments.Details on why WARM needs to be updated:meant for a few hundred, NOT many thousands of sitesstatic rankings can’t reflect new information of cleanup progresscan’t be updated or computerizedlacks soil contact, vapor intrusion and sediment pathwayscan’t account for economic and demographic components of site riskranking is costly, time consuming and sometimes misleadingthe WARM relative-ranking system is valid for sites have been ranked2/3 of our 5,800+ remaining sites are unranked



Plans for first rulemaking 
 

First Rulemaking – 2018-2020 
 

• Corrections and clarifications to all sections of the rule 
• Substantive changes to Policy and Administration sections 
• Special focus on site Initial Investigation, Ranking, and Listing 

 
Notice of rulemaking (CR-101) fall 2018 
 

• Ecology web page 
• Notices to rule Listserv subscribers 

 
Rule development – winter and spring 2019 
 
Stakeholders Advisory Group – begins during summer 2019 
 
Economist review – April, 2020 
 
Rule Proposal – June, 2020 

• Public Comment 
• Formal Hearing 

 
Rule adoption – end of 2020. 
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Stakeholder Involvement 

• Stakeholder Advisory Group in 2019 

• Science Panel when needed for the second 
rulemaking (2021-2023) 

• Format: Hub-based webinars with in-
person opportunities at regional offices 
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Presentation Notes
A statewide advisory group will represent the diverse perspectives and interests of tribes and Cleanup Rule stakeholders.The Toxics Cleanup Program contract with an outside facilitator to help organize and conduct stakeholder involvement during the first two rulemakings.Considering the increasing time and expense of travel to attend meetings, we’ll probably use a format similar to the statewide scoping eventIn 2013 the legislature abolished the original MTCA Science Advisory Board.  During the second rulemaking, we’ll develop a panel of science and engineering specialists to advise as issues arise.



Cleanup Standards 
 

• Review of the Cleanup Standards 
o Begins next year 
o A close look at Sections 700 and 900 of the Cleanup Rule 
o Staff and stakeholder consultation to identify focal topics for next rulemaking 
o Consult with outside experts (Science Panel) when/as needed 
o Here’s what we heard during the Exploratory Rulemaking: 
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Goal is to start this work in 2019 and continue through 2020, so that when the first rule making is complete, we’ll be ready to launch into rulemaking on cleanup standards in 2021 and complete it in 2022.  



Ecology’s webpage has latest updates 
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cleanup rule 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many of you know that Ecology recently updated its entire website.  Our new website offers many improvements over the old one, but you might not be familiar with it yet.  So, here’s a quick demo on where you can find the Cleanup Rule updates:1. Go to Ecology’s main web page, ecology.wa.gov
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cleanup rule 

Ecology’s webpage has latest updates 
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Ecology’s webpage has latest updates 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can also contact me directly or the rule lead – Clint Stanovsky – to answer questions and get you to the right place.  OK, that’s all that I was planning to say about our work on the cleanup rule.  I’ve got a couple more slides and then we can open up for questions.  



Legislative and Budget Updates 
Ecology 2019-2021 Budget Requests include:   

 
Operating Budget:  
• Restoration of one-time MTCA $5.0 million agency wide cut (6 staff) 
• Request an additional 5 staff to focus on the Voluntary Cleanup Program 
• Request an additional 6 staff to focus on formal sites 
 
Capital Budget:  
• $85 million for Remedial Action Grants, including $1.0 million for 

Integrated Planning Grants 
 

• $250K for Cleanup Rule support 
• $240K for establishing freshwater natural background 

 
Ecology Request Legislation for 2019 includes:  
  
• Authorize Ecology to establish an expedited review process in the Voluntary 

Cleanup Program 
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Presentation Notes
I wanted to provide you with a high level overview of where things stand with our Legislative and Budget requests.  Again, these are requests.  These items were vetted within the agency, and in the past couple weeks have gone to the Governor’s Office for review.  The Governor will decide which of things to include in his proposed budget to the Legislature for the 19-20 biennium.  Operating budget requests: Capital budget requests: Freshwater Natural Background – Natural background is a key provision in the SMS rule and cleanup levels for a majority of bioaccumulative chemicals are based on background (natural or regional).  If background is not established, site managers have to rely on PQL, a risk based value, or develop their own background values.  Information available on Ecology’s website: https://ecology.wa.gov/About-us/How-we-operate/Budget-strategic-planning/2019-21-Budget 



Cleanups and Affordable Housing in 
the 2018 Supplemental Budget 
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1. Provided $6.2 million in funding to support Mount Baker 
Housing Association’s cleanup of land for the development 
of the Maddux 
 

2. Provided Ecology with Integrated Planning Grant funds for 
local governments to investigate and plan cleanup for 
potential affordable housing development, and 
 

3. Instructed Ecology and Commerce to develop a program to 
carry out more of these cleanups and report on the results. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Affordable housing is a major topic these days.  As I’m sure you’re all well aware, the price of real estate is going up much faster than many people’s ability to afford it.  While we hear about it mostly in areas like Seattle and Bellevue, it is an issue statewide.  Urban and rural communities.  A number of things happened during the last legislative session related to cleanup and affordable housing.First is an exciting project in the Rainier Valley of Seattle.  Bob Warren has been instrumental in moving this project forward … talk with Bob.   Provided Ecology with $1M for IPGs dedicated to affordable housing.    This will be a major issue for the Legislature this session so stay tuned for more.  



Policy Updates  
 

• Establishing Regional Background for Lake 
Washington and South Puget Sound.  

 
• Guidance on Climate Change and Cleanup  

 
• Evolution of the Dredged Materials 

Management Program (DMMP) 
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Presentation Notes
OK, then just very briefly, some of the other policy work we’ve been doing that I thought would be of most interest to you.  This adds to the number of other areas around Puget Sound where Ecology has an established regional background.   Dredged Materials Management Program (DMMP)Developing a flexible framework to address the disposal of bioaccumulative chemicals in open water disposal sites Considering how to monitor disposal sites to better understand the impacts of bioaccumulatives at these sitesManaging the DMMP team to ensure decisions are brought up the management chain as appropriateWe understand how important continued open water disposal is to the ports and we share your concern that managing bioaccumulatives for open water disposal requires a new approach that will need to be adaptively managed.



Questions about the Cleanup Rule?  Please contact us: 
 
 

Jeff Johnston, PhD  
Manager, Information and Policy Section 
Toxics Cleanup Program 
360-407- 6907 
jeff.johnston@ecy.wa.gov 
 
or  
 
Clint Stanovsky 
Regulatory Analyst, Policy and Technical Support Unit 
Toxics Cleanup Program 
360-407-7193 
clinton.stanovsky@ecy.wa.gov 

 
 
 
 
 
  
  
 

 

Thank you!  
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Hazardous Substance Tax 
Revenue Projection 

Source:  Draft 10-Year Financing Report 2018 25 



Status of Cleanup Sites in Washington 

Source:  Draft 10-Year Financing Report 2018 
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